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Abstract—Decision-making is central to Software Product Management (SPM) and includes deciding on requirements priorities and the content of coming releases. Several algorithms for prioritization and release planning have been proposed, where humans with or without machine support enact a series of steps to produce a decision outcome. Instead of applying some specific algorithm to find an acceptable solution to a decision problem, we propose to model SPM decision-making as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP), where relative and absolute priorities, interdependencies, and other constraints are expressed as relations among variables representing entities such as feature priorities, stakeholder preferences, and resource constraints. The solution space is then explored with the help of a constraint solver without humans needing to care about specific algorithms. This paper discusses advantages and limitations of CSP modeling in SPM and gives principal examples as a proof-of-concept demonstration of how to apply a CSP approach to SPM using a short introduction to constraint satisfaction and gives algorithms in CSP solvers, such as JaCoP [12]. Such as MiniZinc [14], with ready-made optimization support. CSP enables optimization to obtain a solution that maximizes or minimizes desired properties. Existing CSP solvers have a large set of pre-defined constraints providing efficient algorithms for finding solutions to optimization problems, which can be used concisely to model SPM decision problems. By restricting the problem specification to constraints over integer finite domains, we avoid many problems of algorithmic complexity. As subsequently illustrated, integer value approximations of real values are sufficient for many SPM problems.

The contribution of this paper is threefold: (1) a demonstration of how to apply a CSP approach to SPM using examples from requirements prioritization and release planning, together with (2) a discussion of benefits and limitation of the approach, as well as (3) a set of issues of further research into how CSP tools can be developed to provide powerful support for decision-making in SPM.

With these contributions we do not claim to escape the inherent difficulties of real-world prioritization and release planning. Our aim is instead to add an alternative to existing algorithmic approaches, such as the Analytical Hierarchy Process [4] for prioritization or Integer Linear Programming [7], [31] for release planning – an alternative that can provide a powerful, general and concise toolbox for flexible investigation of the nature of real-world SPM decision problems (rather than their algorithmic solution) by combining standard, high-level, declarative languages, such as MiniZinc [14], with ready-made optimization algorithms in CSP solvers, such as JaCoP [12].

The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a short introduction to constraint satisfaction and gives
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software Product Management (SPM) involves decision-making that is critical to the success or failure of software products [1]. In particular, a product manager needs to establish requirements priorities and determine release plans in dialog with internal and external stakeholders [2], [3]. Several approaches have been proposed for these decisions problems, e.g. binary search trees for requirements prioritization [4], [5], and, e.g. optimization by linear programming [6], [7], [8] or genetic algorithms [9] for release planning. These approaches stipulate a specific algorithm to be enacted by humans only, or by humans using a supporting computer program.

In this paper we propose a different approach, namely to support SPM by modeling a decision problem independently of a solution algorithm as an integer finite domain Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) [10] and then use a integer finite domain CSP solver such as JaCoP [11], [12] to explore the set of solutions that satisfy the constraints. There are several potential benefits of this approach, including:

• Flexible specification. CSP specification of SPM decision problems is flexible in the sense that it is possible to combine many different types of constraints on a problem in one single model without changing the underlying method for solving it.

• Interactive exploration. It is possible to get a single solution as well as deriving all solutions, when multiple solutions exist. Thus, stakeholders can investigate the solution space as well as the consequences of changing the constraints to better understand what decision parameters that influence properties of the solution. In cases when the set of all solutions is too large to be practically feasible to investigate exhaustively, adding further constraints incrementally can help reduce the search space.

• Optimization support. CSP enables optimization to obtain a solution that maximizes or minimizes desired properties. Existing CSP solvers have a large set of pre-defined constraints providing efficient algorithms for finding solutions to optimization problems, which can be used concisely to model SPM decision problems. By restricting the problem specification to constraints over integer finite domains, we avoid many problems of algorithmic complexity. As subsequently illustrated, integer value approximations of real values are sufficient for many SPM problems.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a short introduction to constraint satisfaction and gives
examples of existing algorithmic approaches to requirements prioritization and release planning. In Section III a constraint-driven approach to requirements prioritization is illustrated through examples. Section IV demonstrates how a previously published release planning example can be concisely modeled as a CSP. In Section V we discuss benefits and limitations of the proposed approach, and Section VI concludes the paper with a list of issues of further research in order to forward the utility of CSP as a vehicle for decision-making in SPM.

II. RELATED WORK

This section provides a brief introduction to constraint satisfaction. Examples of related work from two areas relevant to SPM are given, namely requirements prioritization and release planning, to give a basis for the subsequent sections where CSP modeling is proposed as a new approach to support SPM in deciding priorities and release plans.

A. Constraint Satisfaction

We here provide a short introduction to constraint programming. A more thorough discussion on constraint programming and its application can e.g. be found in Rissi et al [13] or Tsang [10].

Formally, a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is defined as a 3-tuple $S = (V, D, C)$ where $V = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\}$ is a set of variables, $D = \{D_1, D_2, \ldots, D_n\}$ is a set of finite domains, and $C$ is a set of constraints. Finite domain variables are defined by their domains, i.e. the range of values that can be assigned to the variables. A finite domain is usually expressed using integers, for example $x \in \{1..3\}$, meaning that $x$ can take integer values ranging from 1 to 7. A constraint $c(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \in C$ among variables of $V$ is a subset of $D_1 \times D_2 \times \ldots \times D_n$ that restricts which combinations of values the variables can simultaneously take. Equations, inequalities and even programs can define a constraint.

A solution to a CSP is the assignment of a value from a variable’s domain, for each variable so that all constraints are satisfied. For a specific problem we may want just one solution, all solutions or a (close to) optimal solution given some objective function defined in terms of the variables.

A CSP solver is built using consistency methods and systematic search procedures. Consistency methods try to remove inconsistent values from the domains in order to reach a set of pruned domains such that their combinations are valid solutions. Each time a value is removed from a finite domain, all the constraints that contain that variable are revised. Most consistency methods are not complete and the solver needs to explore the remaining domains for a solution using search.

Solutions to a CSP are usually found by systematically assigning values taken from the variables’ domains to the variables. This assignment is implemented as a depth-first-search. The consistency method is called as soon as the domains of the variables for a given constraint are pruned. If a partial solution violates any of the constraints, backtracking will take place, reducing the size of the remaining search space. The solvers can also find an optimal solution that is defined by combining depth-first-search with a branch-and-bound algorithm.

An example search for a single solution is depicted in Figure 1. The example problem has four finite domain variables and five inequality constraints. The search assigns value one to variable $x_0$ and the solver propagates this decision by pruning the domains of variables $x_1$ and $x_2$. Finally, assignment to variable $x_2$ triggers solver propagation and a solution is obtained. Solver consistency and propagation methods makes it possible in this case to find the solution based on two variables instead of four.

For the purpose of illustrating how constraint solving can be applied to SPM we use our JaCoP solver [11] but our methods can be used together with other available solvers.

MiniZinc [14] is standard language for specifying finite domain CSP models. MiniZinc is high-level enough to express most constraint problems, but low-level enough to be mapped onto existing solvers. MiniZinc is a subset of the more general Zinc language. MiniZinc includes constructs for specifying variables, their domains and constraints over variable using predicates. MiniZinc specifications are compiled to FlatZinc and executed using some CSP solver such as JaCoP [11]. In subsequent sections we use MiniZinc specifications to illustrate the application of CSP modeling to SPM.

CSP has been applied in a variety of areas [13], [10], including e.g. feature modeling [15], program comprehension [16], testing [17], and hardware synthesis [11]. In particular, CSP has also been applied in requirements engineering by Salinesi et al [18], [19] where constraint solving is used in a product line engineering context. Salinesi et al. use constraints to express feature models and apply constraint solving to find a set of features that satisfies the feature model, with respect to selected or excluded features according to the variation points of the feature model.

This paper proposes to extend the application of CSP to the SPM-relevant areas of prioritization and release planning, which we believe are particularly suitable for CSP modeling. The subsequent subsections provide some relevant examples of related work in these two areas.
B. Requirements Prioritization

Requirements prioritization involves identifying high-priority requirements to reflect the opinions of the stakeholders of a system and its future evolution [20], [21], [4], [22]. SPM is carried out in a market-driven context [23], and prioritization in software product development typically involves product managers that gather estimates of the future business value of candidate features of coming software releases and balancing this information against product investment costs in terms of e.g. implementation effort [24], [2].

Prioritization research has for more than a decade produced new knowledge into specific methods, see e.g. the systematic review by Herrmann et al [25] identifying 15 different requirements prioritization methods. Common to these methods are that they propose a specific algorithm to be enacted by human, potentially with support of a computer tool. Examples include priority ranking using for example a binary search tree algorithm [5], priority grouping [22], cumulative voting [26], and pair-wise comparison on a ratio scale as input to a modification of the AHP algorithm [20]. The output of these methods include a numerical assignment that maps the set of requirements to be prioritized to a scale e.g. ordinal or ratio [22]. Prioritization methods have also been empirically investigated exemplified by Lehtola et al [27] finding several problems of practice, including that stakeholders sometimes find it difficult to estimate how much more valuable one requirement is than another on a ratio scale. Practitioners also sometimes find it difficult to estimate which number in a priority grouping to give to factors.

In this paper we propose to enable stakeholders to mix different ways doing prioritization in a flexible manner enabled by a constraint-based specification of priorities, as demonstrated subsequently. This approach represents a different way of looking at prioritization, that may help address some of the problems identified in empirical research and moves focus from specific algorithms to problem formulation.

C. Release Planning

The term (software) release planning is here used to denote the activity of deciding how to assign releasable product characteristics (features, requirements) to a planned sequence of releases of an evolving software product. Prioritization can be viewed as a sub-problem of release planning, where the latter not only involves assigning priorities according to a set of criteria reflecting the views of a set of stakeholders, but also includes scheduling, resource planning and taking into account requirements inter-dependencies [28]. Release planning is far from trivial and depending on the complexity of the problem it can be very challenging to find a good balance among the factors that impact on the goodness of a release plan, determined e.g. by its business value, risk, investment costs, technical feasibility and last but not least stakeholder satisfaction [8].

Carlshamre [29] discusses release planning in market-driven software product development and propose the use of tool support for exploring different release plans in terms of their value to different stakeholders. The systematic review by Svahnberg et al [30] on strategic release planning models identifies two research groups with major contributions on tool support for release planning: (1) Ruhe et al [8] with the EVOLVE-family of models [9], [31] supported by the commercially available ReleasePlanner tool [32]; and (2) van den Akker et al [33], [6], [7] with a research prototype for release planning implemented based on the ILOG CPLEX Optimizer [34] with a spreadsheet program as a user interface. Both these tools use Integer Linear Programming (also proposed by Bagnall [35]) as underlying technology for finding (near-) optimal solutions to the release planning problem modeled as a set of linear inequalities over integer-valued variables.

In this paper we propose an alternative to the linear programming approach through constraint satisfaction, with the potential of a more powerful problem modeling.

III. CONSTRAINT-DRIVEN PRIORITIZATION

In order to specify requirements prioritization as a constraint satisfaction problem, we here define prioritization as the problem of creating a mapping from a set of \( n \) requirements entities, \( \{r_i \mid 1 \leq i \leq n\} \) to a set of numerical values \( \{p_i \mid 1 \leq i \leq n\} \) that reflects the requirements priorities according to a specific criterion and some stakeholders’ views. The entities can be e.g. features, user stories, or quality requirements. Criteria can be e.g. market value, development cost, urgency, risk etc. The range of each numerical value \( p_i \) belongs to \([1 \ldots m]\). Thus, the interpretation of such a mapping is that \( p_i \) represents the priority of requirements \( r_i \) with respect to a certain criteria and a certain (set of) stakeholder(s) on \( m \) different integer values. In general, requirements prioritization could of course include mappings to any numerical range, but in order to simplify the constraint solving we here restrict the problem to finite sets of integers. Some particular prioritization methods, such as AHP [4] have a range of real valued numbers in \([0 \ldots 1]\), but this can e.g. be approximated by the range of integers \([0 \ldots 100]\) in percent, to keep the range to a finite set.

We demonstrate prioritisation as a CSP for three example approaches from literature: priority ranking, priority grouping and cumulative voting, [22], [4], [26].

In priority ranking the range of the priority mapping is the same as the number of requirements, \( m = n \). Thus the set of requirements are prioritized on an ordinal scale [4]. Specification 1 provides an example of a CSP priority ranking model in MiniZinc.

In Specification 1, the first constraint is general and provides the property of a true ranking saying that all ranks are different, while the subsequent constraints represent the specific relative priority judgments of a hypothetical stakeholder. Stakeholders can express the priorities using different types of relative constraints including greater than, less than, greater or equal, etc. Thus, the stake-
### Specification 1 A priority ranking example.

```plaintext
int: n = 5;
array[1..n] of var 1..n: P;
constraint
  alldifferent(P);
constraint P[1] > P[2];
constraint P[2] > P[3];
constraint P[3] < P[4];
constraint forall ( i in 1..n)
( P[5] >= P[i] );
solve satisfy;
output [show(P)];
```

holders can choose order of the pairwise comparisons, as well as how the pairwise comparisons are expressed. Further, we can see that the final constraint in Specification 1 is used to pinpoint that one feature has a higher rank than all other features, which illustrates that CSP modeling offers the expressive power of first order predicates. While implementations of AHP for requirements prioritisation often decides the order of pairwise comparisons together with a stipulated scale on how to compare the requirements that is embodied in the specific algorithm of AHP [21], the approach in Specification 1 offer a more general and flexible way to express priorities that gives the control over the way the prioritisation is carried out to the stakeholder in terms of both which steps are taken in which order and the actual formulation of the relative priorities.

There are 3 solutions to Specification 1, as provided by the JaCoP solver output:

- \( P = \text{array1d}(1..5, [4, 3, 1, 2, 5]) \)
- \( P = \text{array1d}(1..5, [4, 2, 1, 3, 5]) \)
- \( P = \text{array1d}(1..5, [3, 2, 1, 4, 5]) \)

This set of three solutions gives the priorities of \( r_5 = 5 \) and \( r_3 = 1 \) in all solutions. However, for \( r_1, r_2 \) and \( r_4 \) the different solutions give different priorities, providing different options to the stakeholder that are structurally different while still satisfying the constraints. As demonstrated in this example, the stakeholder does not need to be exhaustive in providing ratio scale priorities for each pairwise comparison of requirements, but can provide those constraints that are known. If the problem is under-determined due to incomplete information then the solver can give a set of all solutions to be assessed. If the solution set is small then the stakeholders can select the preferred option, or if the solution set is very large then the stakeholders may consider adding additional constraints to reduce the solution space. If the problem includes inconsistent constraints then no solution is provided and the set of conflicting constraints can be highlighted by the solver and revisited by the stakeholder.

In general, the problem of identifying minimal subsets of inconsistent constraints is difficult, but a solver can report the constraint that caused inconsistency. Dependencies between these constraints and other constraints can give hints to stakeholders of where to look to resolve an inconsistency.

### Specification 2 A priority grouping example.

```plaintext
int: n = 7;
array[1..n] of var 1..n: P;
constraint
  forall ( i in 1,2,3)
( P[5] >= P[i] );
solve satisfy;
output [show(P)];
```

In Specification 2 the first constraint is used by the hypothetical stakeholder to express that three specific requirements have top priority, illustrating the ability to set absolute priorities of groups of requirements. Subsequent constraints apply different types of relative priority decisions. The slash-backslash syntax in the second constraints illustrates the use of logical conjunction. This example shows the flexibility provided by CSP specification to enable a combination of both absolute and relative priority judgments.

Prioritisation with cumulative voting [26], [22] (also known as the 100$-test) can be modeled similar to Specification 2, modified with that \( P \) is specified to be in the range of 0…100, together with the following constraint to ensure the cumulative property:

```plaintext
constraint sum (i in 1..n) (P[i]) = 100;
```

Cumulative voting is similar to AHP in that the priorities are given on a scale that can be interpreted as if there is a limited pool of 100 priority points or percentages available. In addition, the AHP algorithm gives a consistency index based on the redundant information given if each requirement is involved in more than one pairwise comparison, while the cumulative voting in general lacks this consistency checking ability. The constraint solving approach to requirements prioritization proposed here provides inherent consistency support as the solver detects if the circular relationships of an over-determined problem specification includes inconsistent constraints.

The constraint-based prioritization models above can be generalized to include several criteria and several stakeholders in a similar way as is illustrated with the release planning example in Specification 3, further explained in the subsequent Section IV.

In summary, the above examples demonstrate that requirements prioritization can be modeled as a constraint satisfaction problem, using a CSP language such as MiniZinc. We argue that the specifications concise and flexible based on the facts that the models are expressed at a high-level and can combine different types of relative and
absolute priority judgments at the discretion of the human stakeholders. Constraint-based requirements prioritization is different compared to previous approaches in that the actual algorithm for finding the total set of ranks, groups or cumulative priority points is left to the machine, while humans can concentrate on deciding relative and absolute priorities in a consistent way.

IV. RELEASE PLANNING AS A CSP

We demonstrate in this section how the release planning problem can be modeled as a constraint satisfaction problem using the same example as Ruhe et al [8]. (This is a small example used for illustration purposes, a larger example is given in [31].) The example project includes 15 features to be planned for either one of the next 2 releases or postponed. There are 2 stakeholders that have different views on each feature’s value and urgency. The value of a feature is modeled as an integer in the range (1..9), with 9 representing the highest value. Urgency is modeled as a tuple with an integer for each release (plus the postponed case) in the range (0..9), where 9 represents highest urgency and 0 represents no urgency. The example also includes 4 limited resources including a certain number of person hours of analysts, developers, testers and a monetary budget. For each feature and resource there is an estimate of how much of that resource that is consumed if that feature is selected. There is also a maximum available total capacity for each resource. Resource consumption and capacity is represented by non-negative integers. We refer to Ruhe et al [8] for a more elaborate definition of the example. In Specification 3 this release planning example is re-modeled as a CSP using the MiniZinc language.

Input variables. The input variables of the CSP model follow the notation in Ruhe et al [8], where N = 15, K = 2, R = 4, and S = 2 represent number of features, releases, resources and stakeholders respectively. The array input variables are: r representing the resource consumption for each feature and resource; value representing feature value for each feature and resource; urgency representing the urgency for each stakeholder, feature and release; C and P representing coupling and precedence relations among features respectively; lambda representing the relative importance of each stakeholder; ksi representing the relative importance of each release; and finally Cap representing the available resources for each release and resource.

Output variables. The output variables of the CSP model in Specification 3 are: the WAS function [8] representing the weighted average satisfaction of all stakeholders for all features weighted with lambda, value and urgency for each release; the K array representing a release plan solution in terms of which feature is chosen to be implemented in which release number or zero if not chosen at all; and F representing the objective function to be maximized, subsequently defined as a constraint over WAS.

Constraints. There are three constraints of this CSP model: The first constraint expresses coupling and prece-
The second constraint expresses the resource constraints with a predicate saying that for all releases and resources the sum of the resource consumption of all chosen features should be less than or equal to the available capacity for that release and resource. The bool2int function converts a Boolean expression to zero if it is false and to one if it is true. It is used here to only sum up the resource values if the feature is chosen, i.e. its release number is non-zero.

The third constraint includes the specification of the objective function \( F \) defined as the sum over all releases and all features of the weighted average stakeholder satisfaction for the chosen features of a particular solution.

The statement solve maximize \( F \) instructs the solver to search for an optimal solution with respect to \( F \). The output after compiling and executing this code includes the \( x \) array with the feature allocations to releases:

\[
x = [3, 1, 1, 1, 3, 1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1, 1, 3]
\]

This means that the optimal solution allocates features 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 13 and 14 to release 1. Features 9 and 12 are allocated to release 2, while features 1, 5, 6, 10, 11, and 15 are postponed.

The maximum value of the objective function is output as \( F = 20222 \) (with the ksi array a factor 10 higher to give integer values).

We can use the solver to find alternative solutions, e.g. by adding the constraint that the objective function should be more than 95% of the maximum objective function and changing the solver instruction to a satisfaction instead of an optimization:

\[
\text{constraint } F > 19210; \\
\text{solve satisfy;}
\]

If we run solver with the all-solutions option, we then get an output of, in this case, 12 different near-optimal solutions that our hypothetical product manager can scrutinize. Some of the solutions are structurally different from others in that different sets of features are shifted among releases [8].

The MiniZinc CSP model in Specification 3 follows the original definitions by Ruhe et al [8], but the optimization problem can actually be specified more computationally efficiently with a so called global constraint that makes the solving process more efficient. In the case of the release planning problem example above we can model it as a bin packing problem and use the bin_packing_capa global constraint [36] as follows.

\[
\text{forall (j in 1..R)(} \\
\text{let \{} \\
\text{array[1..K+1] of int: capacity =} \\
\text{arrayld(1..K+1,} \\
\text{[Cap[k, j] | k in 1..K]} ++ [10000])} \\
\text{in} \\
\text{bin_packing_capa(capacity,x,[r[n,j]|n in 1..N])} \\
\text{);}
\]

In the specification above, each resource is modeled as one global bin packing constraint and each release is modeled as a bin that can be filled with features. Bins 1 and 2 are designated for releases 1 and 2, and have respective capacities as defined in the original formulation. Bin 3 is used to pack all features that are not allocated neither to the first nor the second release and is given a high capacity of 10000 to make it fit any postponed feature.

The formulation of release planning as a binpacking problem is not novel [37], but with a CSP problem formulation in a high-level language such as MiniZinc we can reuse the standard algorithms implemented in solvers such as JaCoP. We are thereby taking a step away from algorithm implementation details that previous work is focused on [37], [35], so that we can keep a high-level view of the problem modeling. However, a human problem formulator such as a product manager needs to be aware of and realize that binpacking is a suitable global constraint for certain types of decision problems, and may need support by tailored tools that can point to such opportunities in particular cases when the computational solution search needs faster computation.

V. DISCUSSION: BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS

**Benefits.** We propose in this paper to model the SPM decision-making problems of prioritization and release planning as constraint satisfaction problems, and we argue that this approach can complement existing approaches, providing several potential benefits as discussed below.

1) **General, powerful, flexible and concise decision problem specification.** The specification of SPM decision-making problems such as prioritization and release planning as a constraint satisfaction problem offers the generality and expressive power of predicate logic constraints when using high-level CSP languages such as MiniZinc [14] that includes many built-in operators, predicates and functions such as comparisons (e.g. \(<\), \(\leq\)), arithmetic operations (e.g. \(+\), \(*\), \(\sum\), \(\min\)), logical operations (e.g. \(\text{and}\), \(\text{xor}\), \forall\), \forall\), set operations (e.g. \(\text{union}\), \(\text{subset}\), \(\text{in}\), \(\text{card}\)), array operations (e.g. \(\text{length}\), \(\text{index}\_\text{set}\)), coercions (e.g. \(\text{round}\), \(\text{int2float}\), \(\text{bool2int}\)), and bounds operations (\(\text{ub}\), \(\text{lb}\), \(\text{dom}\)). In Section III we illustrate how different ways of expressing priority relations (absolute, relative, etc.) can be combined in a flexible way. The problem specifications can be very concise; a previously published non-trivial release planning problem can be specified using a

---

1Our solver found an inconsistency in the original solution in Ruhe et al [8]. Solution \(x2\) where \(F = 17080\) uses 75 units of resource 3 and is thus violating the capacity limit of 65 for release 2. This error may explain discrepancies between our solution and the previously published.
small set of constraints using less than 40 lines of MiniZinc code.

2) **Problem focus, with no specific algorithm stipulated.** As pointed out in Section II, previous work on requirements prioritization and release planning suggests that product managers engage in the enactment of a specific algorithm [5] or focus researchers on algorithm implementation details [37]. With a constraint-based approach to SPM, the machine takes care of the solution finding algorithms, while humans can focus on the problem formulation including the understanding of the constraints and the specification of relations among requirements, stakeholders and resources in the application domain.

3) **Computational scalability.** For small prioritization and release planning problems a CSP solver typically provides solutions within milliseconds. For large and complex problems the algorithmic complexity may yield longer execution times that even may be unreasonably long, but available solvers such as JaCoP embodies much of the existing knowledge on heuristic for efficient search for solutions, e.g. through the use of global constraints as discussed in Section IV. Benchmarking with existing optimization solutions on larger problems including the complexity introduced with task scheduling [31] would be interesting for further work.

4) **Inspiration from priority options and alternative release plans.** Constraint satisfaction provides the opportunity of investigating a problem with many solutions, as solvers with a simple option can provide all solutions that satisfy a set of general constraints. A product manager can iteratively adjust the high-level constraints and explore the consequences, simply by changing the high-level constraint specification. Thus, the SPM decision-making can be informed and inspired by computer-generated solution options given as direct feedback on formal decision problem specifications.

5) **Incomplete SPM decision problem specifications.** In SPM practice, decisions are often based on incomplete and inaccurate information. As the constraint satisfaction solvers can provide many solutions, a product manager can start with an incomplete specification that only includes a small set of constraints, and then generate a family of solutions that may be acceptable under a given uncertainty, and if needed the product manager can iteratively provide more details by adding more constraints or adjusting the constraints so that a harder limit on the solution space is specified.

6) **Detecting inconsistent priorities or impossible release plans.** In practice, relations among requirements such as relative priority relations may include circular references that are given an inconsistent specification. A CSP solver can, often within short execution time, detect if there is no solution to a constraint-based priority specification or a release planning problem. The product manager can revisit the inconsistent specification and relax or otherwise update the constraints given.

7) **Open constraint solver API.** Our examples in Sections III and IV we used the MiniZinc language [14] to illustrate the power of a high-level CSP language in SPM problem specification. It is, however, also possible to use the API of a constraint solver, such as the JaCoP API [12], directly in Java to provide database connectivity, Internet access, graphical user interfaces, etc.

Some of the above benefits, in particular benefit 3 and 4, also holds for Integer Linear Programming (ILP) that has been applied in previous approaches to release planning, e.g. [8], [33], but we believe that these benefits are even further emphasized if combined with the other benefits of a CSP approach, e.g. a powerful problem specification language and iterative exploration of the solution space. CSP is a complementary method to ILP, and these approaches can be combined to utilize the best abilities of each solving strategy in a specific situation. However, the rich set of CSP constraints, exemplified in benefit 1 above, goes beyond linear inequalities and also include arithmetical and specialized global constraints not only for integers but also for sets. This can potentially make problem specification easier for product managers, although this conjecture needs to be verified empirically. CSP specification also provides more flexibility in the choice of solving strategy, compared to ILP, as CSP can address both optimization and satisfaction problems.

**Limitations.** There are several potential limitations of the constraint solving approach to SPM that are outlined subsequently:

1) **Constraint solving competence needed.** Product managers need a degree of understanding of constraint solving, and it can be questioned if the average product manager is capable of using a constraint specification language. Some product managers have engineering background and may very well be able to utilize the expressive power of languages such as MiniZinc. Other product managers may get access to the power of constraint solving techniques if provided with a GUI front end that can hide some of the details.

2) **Scalability in output analysis by humans.** The strength of enabling incomplete specifications can also be a problem if the solution space turns out to be very large. As the number of features of a release plan increases, a product manager may be overloaded with solution options, resulting in a scalability threat to the proposed approach. However, it may be possible to develop heuristics for assisting product managers in the exploration of the solution space.

3) **No SPM-specific constraints.** As SPM currently is no major application area of constraint solving, the algorithms implemented are perhaps better tailored to
other areas than SPM. There may be unimplemented constraint types or search heuristics that is needed to better support SPM, that may be discovered if constraint solving is applied in empirical studies and industrial SPM practice.

4) No GUI tailored for SPM. Currently, to the best of our knowledge, no user interface front-end to constraint solvers exists that is tailored specifically to SPM with user-friendly packaging of SPM-relevant decision problems.

5) Further development in constraints solving technology may be needed. The industrial practice of SPM often involves great uncertainty in estimates of e.g. business value and implementation effort and information on inter-dependencies may be lacking. A problem that includes inconsistent constraints may need "softer" satisfaction search to satisfy a relevant subset of soft constraints [38]. Thus, constraint solving technology may not be mature enough for SPM to handle a reality of ill-structured problems, frequent inconsistencies and confidence intervals with a stochastic nature.

Based on the above limitations and the demonstration of the idea to apply constraint solving to SPM decision-making problems in previous sections, we propose in Section VI a set of issues of further research that may help to realize potential benefits and address some of the potential limitations.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

In summary, this paper makes the following claims of contribution, novelty and utility:

- **Contribution.** We demonstrate how constraint satisfaction can be applied to software product management decision problems, such as requirements prioritization and release planning. This approach is discussed in terms of benefits and limitations leading to a set of issues for further research.

- **Novelty.** Previous approaches have been devoted to specific algorithms for solving the decision problems of prioritization and release planning. The approach of constraint satisfaction has to the best of our knowledge not been proposed previously, being the first approach that may help humans to focus on the problem specification while enabling the machine to combine standard implementation of many different optimization and satisfaction algorithms.

- **Utility.** Our conjecture is that constraint satisfaction problem specification for SPM can provide a more general, powerful, flexible and concise way of expressing prioritization and release planning problems with problem understanding rather than algorithmic implementation in focus. We demonstrate using examples how these benefits may be realized and discuss potential limitations. The discussion on benefits and limitations can be a basis both for future empirical work in SPM to verify the potential benefits, as well as for research into new solver capabilities, user interfaces and methodological support to address limitations.

**Research agenda.** Based on the provided demonstration and discussion of a constraint satisfaction approach to SPM decision-making, we conclude by giving a list of issues that can act as a part of a research agenda for the communities of SPM and CSP researchers to take on in future research:

1) **Empirical studies.** There is a need to verify the proposed approach by empirical investigation of domain-specific constraints in prioritization and release planning. In particular, it is important to further understand what types of constraints that are most important in practice, and how practicing product managers and other SPM stakeholders think when they decide on priorities and release plans. A major conjecture to be investigated is the utility of high-level CSP specification languages such as MiniZinc in use by practitioners as a tool for understanding and investigation of SPM decision problems.

2) **Scalability.** It is important to investigate the scalability of the proposed approach both in terms of computational efficiency and human usability aspects. It would be interesting to compare runtime of existing approaches to CSP solvers. In general, the bin packing and knap sack problems are NP-complete, thus ILP in combination with other optimization approaches such as genetic algorithms may yield faster execution in particular cases. Benchmarking the computational efficiency for finding optimal and near optimal solutions would thus be interesting. Perhaps even more important is to investigate how humans can handle large-scale solutions spaces, and how support can be given to humans in their navigation among many different potential decisions. This is related to the issue of visualization.

3) **Visualization.** In order to help product managers in their decision-making it would be valuable to investigate graphical user interfaces for solution exploration including new ways of visualization of priorities and their inter-relationships as well as depicting feature allocations to releases and resources. By defining measures of distance between solutions and providing support for the clustering of similar solutions, useful visualizations may be discovered. This is related to solution robustness analysis.

4) **Solution robustness analysis.** In release planning it is very interesting to do what-if-analysis [33] to investigate the effects of changed constraints on release plans. Product managers may prefer solutions that are not so sensitive to changes in feature allocations. Robustness of release plans expressed using constraints may be investigated to see if and how the CSP approach can support robustness analysis beyond existing approaches.

5) **Domain-specific languages for CSP in SPM.** General constraint satisfaction languages such as MiniZinc lack some capabilities that would make specifica-
tions easier for product managers to interpret. In parallel with further development of general CSP languages, researchers can also investigate special purpose languages for specification of SPM decision problems. The balance between generality and specificity is an interesting topic for further research.

6) **CSP solver API-development for SPM-tooling.** By adapting solver Application Programming Interfaces such as the JaCoP API [12], more tailored support for SPM tooling may be provided. Such work can be a basis for combing existing requirements database applications and feature tracking tools with the constraint solving approach.

7) **Heuristics for global constraints.** CSP solves provide a comprehensive toolbox for expressing constraint problems using efficient global constraints as discussed in Section IV. However, modeling of SPM decision-making problems with constraints require specific competence. Thus, it would be interesting to develop guidelines and heuristics that map SPM decision problems to constraint specifications, and investigate if this can help practitioners in utilizing the potential benefits of CSP applications in SPM.

8) **Analysis of inconsistent constraints.** In general, the problem of identifying minimal subsets of inconsistent constraints can be computationally hard for large problems. However, better support for tracing the solution search process beyond a line number in a specification would be interesting, in particular pin-pointing constraints involved in an circular inconsistencies through the common variables involved in a set of relations.

9) **Soft and stochastic constraints for SPM.** The decision-making in real-world SPM practice involves great uncertainties and incomplete information. Soft constraint approaches [38] and stochastic constraint programming [39] can be investigated to see if these extensions to CSP can provide added benefits to the modeling of SPM problems.

The above potential items of a SPM-CSP research agenda are given in non-prioritized order. However, we believe that further empirical understanding of SPM decision-making is of highest priority when selecting research directions. Otherwise we risk focus on small details with little relevance to future SPM practice.
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